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Chesed leumim -Chatos
Humanness for the nations is
depravation
The closet anti-Semites in
Europe the European Union
France Belgium Great Britain
Germany condemned Israel for
excessive force and
disproportional reprisal.
They would have preferred a
more proportional or equal
number of casualties on the
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Jewish side. Yes, the poor
PALESTINIANS SHOULD HAVE
BEEN ALLOWED TO BREACH
THE FENCE DIVIDING Gaza from
Israel. The mob should have
been allowed to enter Israel

and murder an equal number
of Jewish civilians men women

children as the Palestinians

suffered when they breached
the fence. Then the Europeans
sense of equality and
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humanness would be satisfied.
How are Europeans in 2018

different than Europeans in
1934-1944 when Hitler
exterminated 6 million Jews
and 1 million Jewish children
plus millions of non Jews.
When Jews are singled out for
slaughter non Jews will die at
the hands of the same Arabs
who kill the Jew. IT HAPPENS
IN GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE
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BELGIUM GERMANY. IT WILL
CONTIUE TO OCCUR IN
GREATER NUMBER AND
INTENSITY. THE WAY THE
WORLD RELATES TO THE JEW
GOD WILL RELATE TO THE
WORLD PROVIDENCE HAS
MANY MESSENGERS AND
AGENTS.
PROVIDENCE DOES NOT
FORSAKE THE JEW.
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This is the true face of
European humanness.
Let the world once and for all
see

the face of European anti

Semitism and hate for the Jew
and the Jew's nation.
Let God judge the haters. Let
Him judge and give the
Europeans what they intend
for the Jew.
Let me in this context quote
the TORAH Exodos17:8-16 it
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states "moche timche zacher
amalek"
"Wipe out wipe out the
rememberance of Amalek"
Amalek was the first antiSemite who attacked Jews in
the desert when they just left
EGYPT. The Jews fought the
Amolekites and defeated
them. God did not perform a
miracle and have all of them
die from a plague. Jews had to
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fight. Then God hel ped the
Jews win. The same was true
when Jews conquered the
seven nations in the land of
Israel. Jews had to fight. Then
God helped them. The same
was true at the time of the
Purim Story. Queen Esther
beseeched King Achasveros to
permit the Jews to fight and
defend themselves. The same
was true when the Maccabees
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defeated the Greeks. They had
to fight. Then God performed a

miracle and the oil at the
temple that was only sufficient
for one night lasted eight nights
to light the Menorah at the

holy Temple.
The Jews were defeated and
the second Temple was
destroyed by Rome when they
fought Rome 165 yea rs before

the birth of Jesus and the
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common era. Thus it is a lie and
a blood libel to claim that Jews
are in any way responsible for
the crucifixion. It is a Iie that
Jews threatened to riot at the
time in Jerusalem at year 30 or

31 when Jesus was crucified by
the Romans. At that time Jews
were prohibited to be present
in Jerusalem and were killed if
they stepped near Jerusalem.
So how could a mob of Jews
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agitate against the Roman
governor to have Jesus killed?
This lie and blood libel was
forged into the
New Testament. It was given
the sacred authority as the
Gospel. This lie was the first
fabrication. It was followed by
an other lie - Constantine's gift
of the Roman empire to the
Catholic Church. Both lies were
given the sanctity of the gospel.
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The second lie was busted 1000
yeas after 325 ACE.
The lie of Deicide that Jews are
responsible for the crucifixion
was busted in 1995 by the Pope
at the urging of Jewish converts
to the Catholic Church who
rose to the ranks of bishops
and cardinals. Also the Catholic
Church was a prime carrier of
the lie that Jews for all
generations unless they convert
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are responsible for the
crucifixion. This lie caused the
death of millions of Jews. This
lie was central to the Nazi

mission of murdering 6 million
Jews and 1 million Jewish
children.
So the Catholic Church in
order to divorce itself as an

active partner to the holocaust
made the decision to part ways
from the 1700 year lie.
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The Protestant Churches who
preached the lie of Martin

Luther to burn all Jewish books
synagogues expel Jews and kill
them unless they convert}

shifted its hatred of Jews to
hared of the Jew's nation
ISRAEL.

They became the champions
of the new "replacement
theology}}. The theology of the
Trinity replaces Judaism that is
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still holy writ in many
Protestant Churches.
In addition there also exists a
political replacement of the
Jews in Israel by the
Palestinians' . Other than the
millions of Envangicals who
support Jews in Israel,
unfortunately, many Protestant
churches channel their hatred
for Jews and Judaism to
supporting Palestinians and
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have them murder the Jews.
Thus the lethal venom of
Martin Luther is realized in a

respectable fashion. Have the
Palestinians Arabs Muslims
murder the Jew.
The only problem is that the
Palestinians Arabs Muslims
also murder the Christian.
AS IS HAPNING IN

Great Britain France Belgium
Germany.
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Oh!!!! how the European antiSemites are biting their tongue.
They do not know what to do.

Let rod have mercy. Let God
repay the Europeans and all

who want to harm the Jew by
giving them what they want to
give the Jew.
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